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Abstract. Understanding how workflows are actually carried out within
an organization can provide a crucial contribution to business process
improvement. This paper presents a concept for reconstructing a business
process by using file residuals on a hard-drive and without the need for
existing event logs. Thereby, methods from the area of process mining
are enriched with approaches from digital forensics investigations in a
Digital Trace Miner. First, a framework that extracts traces originating
from business process execution based on residual data is developed in
order to link them to the processes. The traces from the extraction are
used in a life-cycle to keep related data up-to-date. This approach has
been implemented and evaluated by a prototype. The evaluation shows
that this approach enables useful insights regarding the tasks performed
on a suspect computer by associating recovered files by using file-carving
mechanisms.

Keywords: Process Mining · Business Process Discovery ·Digital Foren-
sics · Digital Trace Mining

1 Introduction

Process mining is a powerful method to gain valuable insights about how tasks
are actually executed within organizations [1]. These approaches use event logs
from different sources and provide a human-understandable view of the activities
employees (or machines) perform. Process mining techniques rely on appropriate
and correct event logs that contain a timestamp, task information and a logical
connection refereed as case id. In addition, event logs need to be present in an
adequate amount and quality to rebuild a process.

During process execution, various files are created and deleted that yield
big potentials as an alternative data source for process mining. Files that are
written and deleted on the hard drive can be restored with tools from Digital
Forensics (DF). DF tools for recovering files are based on the fact that files are
not immediately deleted from the disc by the operating system. They exist as
long as the actual data area on the hard drive is overwritten. There are two
approaches to fulfill this task: file-recovery and file carving. Compared to file
recovery the file carving approach recovers files and fragments of files when the
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directory structure is corrupt or missing. The file-carving method can therefore
rebuild more files as a file recovery mechanism.

Process mining is an established method for discovering process sequences.
Methods and knowledge in this area can also provide a sharpened view for a
digital investigation. A major existing problem in the research area of process
mining is that event logs are often not available or of insufficient quality to
successfully apply mining algorithms [1, 22, 9].

In this work, we tackle this research challenge by leveraging digital forensics
approaches as a basis for reconstructing the sequence of activities as a supporting
method for process discovery. Our main contribution is to present the potential
of file residuals on a computer to reconstruct and rediscover executed processes.
To the best of our knowledge, no work to examine these potentials has been
devised. Therefore, we developed concepts and tools called Digital Trace Miner
that investigate systems on the basis of process-based file transactions. We use a
modular system that makes the method of generating fingerprints interchange-
able. The approach has been implemented and evaluated extensively.

The paper is structured as follows: In the following, theoretical work that
forms the basis of the framework will be discussed in more detail. In chapter
three the basic principle of the approach for using residual data for process re-
construction is discussed. In chapter four, the implementation of the concept is
shown. Therein is the core element of creating training data for process-related
file residuals is described. In chapter five the concept and the prototypical imple-
mentation are evaluated. In chapter six the limitations are discussed. The last
chapter provides a conclusion and presents future research.

2 Background and Related Work

Moving up the abstraction ladder to gain a better understanding of digital evi-
dence is needed to produce a high level and human-understandable overview of
the activities [12]. In this section the background and related work according to
the combination of digital traces and business processes are presented.

2.1 Digital Forensics and Forensic Sciences

In general, the forensic sciences deal with the application of methods for conduct-
ing investigations in legal cases [17]. This means that forensic scientists have to
adapt questions of a legal case into scientific questions and answer them by using
appropriate and scientifically-validated methods [14]. For this, specific require-
ments like a well-defined and well-founded knowledge base, a scientific method,
and an experimental base are needed [23, 8].

DF can therefore be understood as a forensic science which deals with the
application of specific methods from computer science to answer questions for the
legal system [10]. This requires DF to provide methods to preserve and process
digital evidence with the highest possible objectivity within a DF investigation.
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2.2 Trace in the Context of Business Processes

Business processes can be used to link information systems within the corporate
organization. Consequently, processes serve as intermediaries between an appli-
cation system and tasks within the company. Even if modeled business processes
are present, this cannot be sufficient for a DF investigation. It is therefore crucial
to record the processes as they are actually executed.

Process Mining (PM) is related to Business Process Intelligence (BPI) and
can be used to support modeling and to optimize business processes of an orga-
nization [7]. Therefore, already existing log files are used to generate a process
model for analysis [2]. To achieve this, the recorded activities from an event log
file are used for the mining process which makes use of various algorithms to
rebuild the workflow.

2.3 Related Work

In recent years the idea of extending the application of process mining by us-
ing alternative data sources has been founded. Bala [4] stated the application
of using logs from project-generated artifacts for determining the actually per-
formed steps of a software development project. He suggests using data from
Version Control Systems (VCS) which are used to manage revisions to mine the
actual project steps. Bala motivates for the interdisciplinary combination and
demonstrates that process mining techniques can not be adopted directly.

In a subsequent work [5] this idea is further defined and presents an approach
for extracting process knowledge from the historical data in the area of software
development. Their work presents the baseline for extending the applicability of
process mining techniques to software processes.

In the area of DF, Soltani and Seno [26] provide an overview of different
works, which on the one hand collect evidence and on the other hand analyze it.
Under the heading of preservation of evidence, the authors categorized various
publications into four areas: hard- and memory imaging tools, extracting data
structures from hard/memory images, integrity issues and scalability issues [26].

The authors refer to ten papers that have done research in this field, but none
of these papers used process related file residuals. This is a research gap [26]. In
this work we focus on the event reconstruction using signatures of applications,
especially of process related file transactions.

In order to bring together past actions and assign them to processes, it is
necessary to generate past action instances automatically. James and Gladyshev
[15] take this up in their work. The authors developed a signature-based method
for automatic analysis. They use the threshold of updates and bring low-level
artifacts and high-level action in correlation. The goal of the paper is a fast and
detailed reconstruction of action for DF. The problem that arises in their work
is that they have built their use case for a small scope. They only use single
computers, run a browser and rely on the computer’s file system meta-data [15].
This is not appropriate for DF in companies. There are many systems connected
in a common network and together they execute many processes .
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One of the ten works that Soltani and Seno [26] referred to is the paper
of Kälber et al. [16]. They present a new approach for automatic event recon-
struction with the help of file system metadata. They developed a system that
automatically takes fingerprints based on changes in the metadata of a system.
This fingerprint generator serves as a basic concept for the goal of this work on
automated event reconstruction based on process related file residuals.

Another basis for the approach of this work is the dissertation thesis of Meier
[21]. It describes the importance and illuminates the basics of DF in enterprises
and goes into more detail about different use cases. Among them, business pro-
cesses in the sense of corporate forensics are also specified. This point is impor-
tant for the development of our approach to use process related file transactions
because Meier defines processes in terms of DF and the relationship between
the level of processes and the level of low-level activities, such as state changes.
Those are needed to be able to link actions to processes. However, Meier uses
the concept of Differential Forensic Analysis to determine process related traces
between a fixed time frame. We propose a more granular approach that observes
and record file transformations.

In all the works mentioned above none of them is dedicated to the approach
of DF of process related transaction files. The approach in this work enables to
discover workflows based on file residuals systematically. The overall benefit is
two-fold since recovered business-related files can be logically ordered and this
abstraction provides useful insights for a further DF investigation.

3 Using File Residuals for Process Reconstruction

The idea of this paper is to combine the theoretical principles of past action
instances of James and Gladyshev [15] with the inspiration of practical imple-
mentation of fingerprints based on file system metadata of Kälber et al. [16] and
integrating it into the organizational environment as suggested by Meier [21].
The goal is to establish an approach for analyzing fingerprints from process re-
lated file transactions by its content and not by meta-data. This method is used
as a basis for the training of a system intended for usage in a life-cycle.

To use process related file transactions to generate a fingerprint from an
application an analyst has to connect the lowest level of information, like a state
change of a system, with the highest activity of a process.

To establish the connection between the lowest level and the highest level, it is
necessary to consider actors at an intermediate level. Actors at the intermediate
level are the executors of the processes and, thus, also the executors of the action
that triggers a state change. Humans or software applications at this level are
responsible for state changes. By clicking on an order form people can change
the status in the ERP system or an application can send an order command
when the warehouse is empty. These three levels are shown in more detail in the
following Fig. 1.
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Level A: processes

Level B: persons and 

applications

Level C: state changes of 

the system

Fig. 1. Overview of the relation between different levels based on Meier [21]).

As shown in the figure, there are three levels (A, B and C) that need to be
connected. In order to identify the lowest level (C), the state changes the system,
the theoretical principles of James and Gladyshev [15] are applied. These are of
less practical nature so the work of Kälber at al. [16] is used as an inspiration
for practical implementation. The second level (B) represents the people and
physical things that trigger the actions for the changes. The top level (A) is
represented by the processes with the respective process steps.

The second part of the framework is the life-cycle which is to be applied in
companies to repeat the concept. This is done by extracting new information and
linking old and new process information. The life-cycle consists of four phases
that are repeated continuously. When the training on the respective system is
completed and the link between low-level changes and business processes pro-
vides correct data, these data are fed into the life cycle. This is done in step one
of the extractions. The other three stages serve to prepare, combine and abstract
new and old information. These steps are repeated in a self-defined time period
to increase accuracy.

Process mining is based on extracting knowledge from event logs which have
been recorded by an information system. Those event logs are generated at
level B and leave state changes at level C according to the previously described
abstraction model in Fig. 1. The application of the life-cycle enables to link data
from level C to a process description at level A.

There are various methods to create a process model from an event log. (e.g.
by applying the alpha miner algorithm or a heuristic method). Both approaches
intend to create a workflow net [3].

With the HeuristicsMiner algorithm, only the control flow perspective of a
business process is used for reconstruction. Consequently, only the sequences of
events of a certain case are considered. Furthermore, the HeuristicsMiner is a
mining algorithm that can deal with noise. This can be used to extract the main
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behavior from an event log. The attributes case id, timestamp and activity are
required for the mining procedure. [27]

In order to generate a process model from an event log, it is important
that causal dependencies are found within the log. This means if one activity
is followed by another, there is a high probability that they are in a dependent
relationship. The attribute timestamp is the exclusive characteristic of the order
of events. With the aforementioned thesis that traces were left during process
execution, we now have the basis to be able to reconstruct a process model on
the basis of these traces.

3.1 Framework and Concept

The specific usage of this construct provides a guided structure to analyze specific
areas on related information systems.

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the suggested Digital Trace Miner
(DTM) and its application. A sub-process is a defined segment of a business
process at a lower level. It consists of several tasks that are combined to form a
logical group. The input can be understood as a combination of process knowl-
edge and related traces on various systems (as well as applications). These traces
are illustrated as small symbols within the swimlane of one specific system. For
example, if sub-process D is executed, traces are generated by application 2. In
every system, various applications are used and leave traces during the execution
of business related tasks.

Subprocess A Subprocess B Subprocess C Subprocess D
?

Digital Trace 
Miner

discovered 
track

o
u

tp
u

t

timeline

Fig. 2. Illustration of the concept of the Digital Trace Miner

During the execution of a business process various data is written to the
hard disk and erased afterward. This data (or fragments of it) can be recovered
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by using a file carver. However, the metadata of the deleted data is lost. If a
sufficient amount of recovered data can be acquired, it is possible to reconstruct
a business process. It is necessary to correctly determine the logical connection
and order between the recovered data. A sequence of files can thus create a file
structure that is very similar to event logs.

In order to ensure that the mapping from residual data to tasks and even
entire processes is possible, a three-step procedure is developed and applied in
this paper. This procedure uses as input a set of recovered process relevant data.
In the first step a rough presorting is performed.

Step 1: Selection of business relevant data. This is done by using an
entropy-based similarity measurement according to Englbrecht and Pernul [11].
This approach is inspired by Mc Creight and Weber [20] and has also potential on
this paper. It allows a rough but sufficient filtering of the residual data regarding
potential process phases. Our concept is based on recovered files from file-carving
tools. This technique enables the recovery of files without considering the meta-
data of the file-system. Since this approach also recovers a lot of irrelevant files
for the business-process reconstruction a filtering mechanism needs to be applied.

To fulfill this aspect the concept of Englbrecht and Pernul [11] is used to
recover only business-related files by comparing the recovered file residuals with
a previously created repository. The similarity of two files is determined by the
cosine similarity of the local Entropy structure of two files. This approach is
shown in Fig. 3 and is built on techniques from the area of DF as well as on the
entropy-based similarity measurement [20].

0
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1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35

0

1

2

3

4

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35

Fig. 3. Determining the similarity of two files based on [11]

Step 2: Reconstruct the order of file-versions. In the second step, the
relationship of the files beyond the phases is determined. This is done using a
similarity preserving hash function provided by Breitinger and Baier [6]. This
mechanism can be used to determine data chunks from one file within another
file. This allows determining the content-based relationship of two files and makes
it possible to order the previously presorted data based on the content. This
concept is shown in Fig. 4. Within this figure a) is a specific version of a file and
b) is the transformation between two versions.
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Unordered residual data:

Ordered residual data (file transformation flow):

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a)

(b) (b) (b) (b)

Fig. 4. Illustration of the relationship of data-chunks within multiple file versions

Step 3: Retrieve timestamps from the residual data. The third step of
our concept is a fine adjustment of the result set. This is particularly important
if a similar business process (same customer, same articles and the same process
flow) was performed. Since the result of step 2 is just the order of the files the time
dimension needs to be added. By analyzing the content of the files a timestamp
can be extracted. This can be realized by using adequate regular expressions or
NLP techniques. Nevertheless, this step provides the basis for the application of
machine learning techniques to sharpen the differentiation of process instances.

4 Implementation

To demonstrate the applicability of the concept we implemented the core ele-
ments as dedicated web-services and realized the composition of those as a script.
To fulfill the necessary tasks a profound recording of all relevant file-changes and
the actual content of each file is necessary. For this we decided to use a modified
version of an existing Continuous Data Protection (CDP) [25, 28] mechanism.

CDP is a data protection technology and is defined by the Storage Network-
ing Industry Association (SNIA) as a methodology for continuously capturing
and storing data changes, enabling data to be recovered from the past at any
point in time. [25, 28] The main reason for using CDP instead of traditional
backup technologies is the improvement in recovery point objective (RPO) and
recovery time objective (RTO) metrics [19]. The RPO defines the time between
two successful backups and thus the maximum loss of data during a successful
recovery. If there is fully synchronized protection for a system, RPO is 0. CDP
fulfills the metric RPO = 0, because it allows theoretically unlimited recovery
points. [25] To ensure sufficient granularity of recovery, CDP systems can be
implemented either at application, file or block level [18].

In addition to the traditional applications of CDP, it can also be used to
generate data for usage in DF. In this context this technology has not been
considered in the literature so far, but it can be of elementary importance. In
Fig. 5 we illustrate the possible use of CDP in the context of DF for the creation
of application fingerprints based on the actual file content without the need for
meta-data.
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Fig. 5. Usage of CDP in the context of Digital Forensics

As shown in Fig. 5, the file a.pdf is monitored by a CDP client. The file can
have n states, in which it may have different content and size. The respective
states are transmitted from the CDP client to the CDP server. If the file is
changed, the changes are saved and the metadata is updated accordingly.

Since block-based CDP systems are required to achieve RPO = 0, an ar-
chitecture that uses block-based CDP is modified as a technique for recording
business related file transformations.

The CDP client monitors all file system operations performed on the client’s
drive. When a file system operation modifies data on a client drive, the changes
are detected at the block level and transmitted to the CDP server. If the file is
modified at a later time, the process is repeated and only the modified file blocks
and again the associated metadata are transmitted to the CDP server.

The CDP server stores the block data centralized for all clients in the ar-
chitecture. The metadata, which includes a timestamp of the change, is stored
separately for each client. Thus, all changes on the file systems of all clients are
stored centrally on the CDP server. In turn, all changes that have been made in
the course of business process execution are also recorded.

This CDP approach has been used as a baseline for the acquisition of the
training-data for the Digital Trace Miner. During the execution of a business
process at an employee PC all file transformations are recorded by using CDP.
To adopt this approach the tool Sauvegarde1 has been extended. In order to
indicate the extension our new version is called SauvegardeEX and is available
on GitHub2.

1 https://github.com/dupgit/sauvegarde
2 https://github.com/LudwigEnglbrecht/sauvegardeEX
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Since the original software is intended to capture all data and restore them
at the client system we enriched the server component. We modified the restore
component and installed it on the server side to restore all files at the server.
Also a modular extension has been added to perform analysis on the restored
data at the server. This modification was necessary to first restore all business
related data and to extract a list of all local entropy values per restored file.
This is necessary for to measurement of the similarity and to classify new files
according to a process phase as stated in sub-section 3.1.

The final modified version of Sauvegarde is illustrated in Fig. 6. It describes
the concrete system architecture including the technologies used to implement
it. The system architecture for the implementation consists of a set of clients, a

Fig. 6. Architecture of SauvegardeEx

web service and a frontend for user interaction.

Since CDP is not designed for use in DF, a web service is implemented
in addition to the CDP server to provide the functionalities required in the
context of DF, such as adapted reconstruction logic and persistent data storage
for reconstructed business processes. The web service contains a restore client
that is used to reconstruct individual file states and communicates with the CDP
server. In addition, the web service contains a persistent data storage, in which
business processes are stored after the reconstruction is completed and made
available for download and to perform analysis.

The frontend provides the graphical user interface and is used to control
the business process reconstruction. All processes that are executed on the web
server in this respect are initiated at the frontend. To do this, the instructions for
execution are transferred to the web service interfaces provided for this purpose.
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The reconstructed business process data can then be viewed at the frontend and
obtained for further forensic analysis.

SauvegardeEx builds the fundamental base for the Digital Trace Miner since
with this approach the necessary test data can be acquired. This means a com-
puter of an employee can be observed during the execution of a business process.
The modified version of Sauvegarde enables a possibility to restore any files at
any stage with the necessary metadata.

Since our approach is intended to discover a business process based on recov-
ered files (residual data) from file-carving where metadata is absent the following
tasks need to be performed:

1. Perform file-carving on a hard-drive to recover files
2. Using the acquired data via SauvegardeEx for classification
3. Rebuild the order of the files
4. Extract information about the execution of the activities
5. Aggregate the previous information to event-logs

5 Evaluation

To evaluate our concept we created a scenario3 that produces files from a com-
mon workflow of creating an offer for a customer. The process consists of four
main steps and starts when a customer sends a request for an offer via an XML
file. We aligned the process on a concept where businesses interchange data via
standardized exchange formats. This provides the possibility to simulate a pro-
cess without the need to align with specific ERP software. During this simulation
for each process instance a four-fold transformation of an XML-file has been per-
formed. This means after the offer request form a customer this XML file has
been subsequently enriched with data. The process is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The used business process for the evaluation4

As stated before our main focus of the concept is to discover processes based
on residual data by building event-logs where no event logs are available. For

3 Evaluation script and data: https://github.com/LudwigEnglbrecht/DTMEvaluation
4 The process has been modeled with Signavio. https://www.signavio.com/
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this reason our process is a sub-process of a larger business process where other
sub-processes are well covered by event-logs.

Step 1: Learning the file-transformation structure. The process of
the creation of an offer for a customer has been simulated by execution the
whole process for 6.063 times. Every process instance is assigned to a different
customer. During the simulation of the process execution our prototype Sauveg-
ardeEx observes the hard-drive where the different versions of the offer request
are written and saves every version of the file at the server.

We started the client of SauvegardeEx at the PC where the previously men-
tioned process instances (and the file transformations) are executed. Every ver-
sion of the altered file is transmitted to the SauvegardeEx Server for further
analysis. The original version of Sauvegarde enables the recovery of every file
version at the client. We extended this feature to export all versions of the files.

This step ends with a profound observation of all file changes and the record-
ing of all file versions.

Step 2: Creating file-residuals of the process. As a subsequent step
of our evaluation all file residuals of the process instances are deleted from the
hard-drive via the operation system deletion command. This means no special
erase software to overwrite deleted data is used.

The hard-drive on which the process instances have been executed and all
files have been deleted is used now as an input for the Digital Trace Miner.
We used the included file-carver of Autopsy 4.15.05 to reassemble all (possible)
files on this hard-drive. As a result a lot of files have been recovered but the
meta-data is still missing.

The result of this step are all recovered files of a hard-drive by using file-
carving techniques without meta-data. Those files need to be further processed
by classifying the files to specific process phases and ordered according to their
process-instance to derive a case id.

Step 3: Classifying file-residuals to process phases. As stated in the
concept of our approach the recovered files (without meta-data) needs to be
classified according to their process phase. This is done by using a web-service
of the Entropy-based file classification [11].

The first classification of step 3 provides the information to what phase of
a business process a recovered file belongs. This is also the base for linking the
recovered files according to their order and to obtain a workflow based on the
file residuals.

Step 4: Rebuilding an order of the file-residuals. In step 4 the order of
the file-residuals is rebuilt by using the approximate hashing function of Gupta
and Breitinger [13]. This implementation has been used since the approach uses
Cuckoo Filter to improve the approximate hashing process. Each recovered file
of phase n is compared with all files of phase n-1. The detection of data chunks
in a file that is classified as one of the previous phases allows the indication of a
sequence.

5 https://www.autopsy.com/download/
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Step 5: Aggregation of the information to an event-log. In this step
all information of the previous steps is aggregated to event-logs by a python
script. This aggregation is the core of the proposed Digital Trace Miner since
with this a high-level abstraction of the file residuals (digital trances) is possible.

During the execution of the evaluation, it was possible to find 5.100 pro-
cess instances based on the file residuals. Process instances which could only be
partially restored are not included in this result. One reason for the incomplete
reconstruction is that not all data can be completely restored by file carving.
This disadvantage is discussed in the following chapter.

6 Limitations and Discussion

The presented approach describes how the actual execution of a business process
on the computer can be detected step by step on the basis of file residuals
without the existence of event logs. The concept offers a useful supplement for
the discovery of sub-processes where no useful event logs are available. However,
the concept and the proposed Digital Trace Miner has some limitations.

The most challenging aspect of the concept is when little or no data is stored
on the computer since a majority of the files are processed in a cloud environ-
ment. This means that even the recovery of deleted data from the hard disk
provides no added value. In order to be able to analyze data stored outside
the computer under investigation, other methods of DF must be included (e.g.
network forensics or cloud forensics).

Another challenge for the approach is if deleted files can not be restored
or have been overwritten over time. The presented approach assumes that un-
allocated space on the hard-drive has not been overwritten until the application
of the DTM. To overcome this issue approaches from process mining according
to the handling of missing event-log entries can be applied.

Further, if there is only an encrypted drive present, the aforementioned con-
cept cannot be applied. To address this issue it is necessary to also extract the
decryption key from memory with adequate forensic tools.

7 Conclusion and future work

The discovery and reconstruction of actually executed business processes on a
specific system can bring valuable insights for process analysis and process min-
ing. We present an approach to discover a business process based on file residuals
that is built on approaches from DF. In this paper, first a framework that ex-
tracts traces originating from a business process execution based on residual data
was developed in order to link them to processes. After that a modified CDP
software for the observation and recording of business-process related file trans-
formations has been presented. A structured classification and ordering process
rebuilds the necessary information to create an event-log that can be processed
further.
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Since our approach has just been applied to a single process we will adjust
the validation to sharpen the differentiation of different process variants. Due to
the loss of information by the deletion of files the application of machine learning
can bring a benefit to rebuild lost information and to improve the accuracy of
the Digital Trace Miner.

The present approach in its current form is designed for a single object of
investigation. However, since an application communicates with a remote peer
such as a server during the execution of a task, it would be reasonable to imple-
ment a cross-system view. This will lead to more reliable results because the file
residuals on one system can be combined with data from another system and
the current limitation (by overwriting the deleted files) can be overcome.

In future work we will study and enhance the credibility of the linkage be-
tween process tasks and the produced file residuals by applying concepts of a
whole-system data provenance approach [24]. This can support our approach by
automating the creation of training data and meeting the requirements of DF.
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